
Garden for people suffering from dementia 

 

The signification of nature for the human being can be discovered in all cultures. This aspect 

becomes more and more important also for the creation of living space for people suffering 

from dementia. Especially for people with limited cognitive abilities, the perception of nature 

has a calming and relaxing value. It can influence health and behaviour in a positive way 

which can frequently be dicovered in practice. As th subject “gardens for people” is a 

relatively new one, all people involved in his process are still working in a period of searching 

and exeprimenttion. 

 

In 2007, the new ward for dementia was created in the nursing home “House Elim”. At the 

same time, the design also comprised the garden area. The aspect of mobility has as well been 

considered as the ability of people suffering from dementia to go into the garden 

independently. An adequately created garden offers the chance to increase the qualitiy of life 

in the context of a “milieu-therapeutical approach”. 

 

The area of the former garden with approximately 1.200 square metres contained an old tree 

population and was only accessible over a staircase and a quite steep trail which ended on the 

top of the garden in a terrace.  

 

For supporting people on the one hand in their living of freedom and for guaranteeing on the 

other hand the necessary security, the new garden is delimited with a green chain-link fence at 

the height of 1,50 metres. One can look over the neighbouring gardens. 

 

The explosiveness of the hillside situation has been attenuated with another access level. 

From the first floor, a secure bridge ends in a slowly increasing, approximately 1,80 wide path. 

The layout of the line is a rolling 8 and can easily be recognized with the help of a bright and 

non-reflecting pavement. Further safety and orientation offers a handrail which heads from 

the positioning to the provided “special place”. The way is lined with various seats and is 

completed with larger terraces in the shadow in the middle and upper part of the garden. 

 

The garden with its diverse scenarios intends to activate the visitors’ feelings and senses, 

influencing their mood positively. 

 

Entering the garden from the bridge, the visitor looks at the hills full of flowers and flavour. 

There are plants flowering all over the year at different times, activating the visitors in a 

sensory way. The old tree population has been conserved and it brings out the naturalness of 

the scenery. 

 

The second station is a rock fountain with a water course and a collecting pond. The height is 

adequate for a wheelchair so that even people who are not mobile are able to enjoy the 

waterplay. The corresponding seat with a parasol is designed for quiet and sunny hours in the 

shadow. 

 

The path on the left leads under a espalier of vine to the house for chickens. The path on th 

right is delimited by roses. Both plants are typical for this region and remind the visitors of 

their own gardens. 

 

The orange house for the chickens shelters 4 chickens and a cock which are cared for by the 

ward for dementia. Further approximately 30 canary birds live here after their owner moved 

into the house. 



The cultivated elevated flower bed at the far end of the house for the chickens is currently not 

in use.  

 

At the top of the garden are further seats for large events. Additionnally to the regular visitors 

from the living quarters from the house, each year a brass concert takes place here. 

  

 


